
  

 

 

 

 

  

Cat# ZBMM-72XL 

A cost effective and stylish method of displaying a flat panel monitor 

between rooms, high traffic locations, and training sessions. Provides 

the basic platform for applications where just he monitor is in use, or 

add on accessories to build a multimedia platform to meet your individ-

ual needs for presentations and displays using computers, DVD players, 

speakers, wireless devices, etc. The Mobile Max Workstation is designed 

with an Extra Wide K-base (48" x 28") to provide stability for supporting 

large format monitors (42" to 61") and multiple standard monitors (1 to 

3) on a mobile platform up to 170 lbs.   

 

This includes: 

 One sturdy aluminum 72" post features adjustment holes spaced 1” 

apart and span the entire length for height adjustment of the moni-

tor and to allow the addition of accessory shelving, speaker bars, 

cord bins, and CPU tower holder.  

 Vertical pole features cord management channels in the front and 

back and adjustable cord management clips to keep power and 

data cables neat.  

 One 48" x 28" extra wide mobile base 

 K-base design includes four 4” locking casters and features flex 

adjustment to provide a stable platform by keeping all four casters 

in constant contact with the floor on uneven surfaces. The unique 

design also allows the user to place the workstation against a wall. 

 One push handle 

 Adjustable mounting arms are geared to be width and height            

adjustable to fit the mounting hole pattern on most flat panel   

monitors 42” to 61” diagonal up to 170 lbs. and with a mounting 

hole pattern 400mm wide x 200mm high or greater.    

 Adjustable arms may be easily rotated with the touch of a finger to 

use the monitor in landscape to portrait format.  

Cat# ZBMM-AGUS    
Utility Shelf 

Cat# ZBMM-AMCH 
CPU Holder 

Cat# ZBMM-AGCB 
Cable Bin 

Cat# ZBMM-AMCH 
CPU Holder 


